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ABSTRACT

1

The commercial release of byte-addressable persistent memories,
such as Intel/Micron 3D XPoint memory, is imminent. Ongoing
research has sought mechanisms to allow programmers to implement
recoverable data structures in these new main memories. Ensuring
recoverability requires programmer control of the order of persistent
stores; recent work proposes persistency models as an extension
to memory consistency to specify such ordering. Prior work has
considered persistency models at the abstraction of the instruction
set architecture. Instead, we argue for extending the language-level
memory model to provide guarantees on the order of persistent
writes.
We explore a taxonomy of guarantees a language-level persistency
model might provide, considering both atomicity and ordering constraints on groups of persistent stores. Then, we propose and evaluate
Acquire-Release Persistency (ARP), a language-level persistency
model for C++11. We describe how to compile code written for ARP
to a state-of-the-art ISA-level persistency model. We then consider
enhancements to the ISA-level persistency model that can distinguish
memory consistency constraints required for proper synchronization
but unnecessary for correct recovery. With these optimizations, we
show that ARP increases performance by up to 33.2% (19.8% avg.)
over coding directly to the baseline ISA-level persistency model for
a suite of persistent-write-intensive workloads.

Persistent Memories (PMs), such as Intel’s upcoming 3D XPoint
memory [22], offer many desirable properties, such as the durability
of disk, better density & energy efficiency than DRAM, and DRAMlike performance. These properties have spawned myriad efforts
to adopt PM in different areas of computer science, ranging from
data structures [23, 51], to software systems [10, 13, 14, 18, 53], to
computer architecture [25, 30, 41]. One of the most disruptive potential use cases for PM is to host in-memory recoverable data structures. PMs blur the traditional divide between a byte-addressable,
volatile main memory and a block-addressable, persistent storage.
This memory allows programmers to directly manipulate recoverable
data structures using processor loads and stores, rather than relying
on performance-sapping software intermediaries like the operating
system and file system [13, 53].
Ensuring the recoverability of data structures requires programmers to have the ability to control the order stores reach PM [5, 14,
18, 41, 59]. With write-back caching, stores may reach PM out of
order, compromising data structure recoverability. Existing systems
do not provide efficient mechanisms to enforce the order in which
stores are written back [5, 29]. Recent work has proposed persistency models to provide programmers an interface to control the
order persistent stores write to PM [3, 14, 21, 25, 41]. Like prior
work, we refer to the act of writing a store durably in PM as a persist.
Various persistency models have been proposed, but all of them
have been specified at the instruction set architecture (ISA) level.
That is, programmers must reason about recovery correctness at
the abstraction of assembly instructions, an approach which is error
prone and places an unreasonable burden on the programmer. The
programmer must invoke ISA-specific mechanisms (via library calls
or inline assembly) to ensure persist order, and often must reason
carefully about compiler optimizations that may affect the relevant
code. Since the ISA mechanisms differ in sometimes subtle ways, it
is hard to write portable recoverable programs.
In this paper, we argue for a language-level persistency model
that provides mechanisms to specify the semantics of accesses to PM
(including with respect to program failures) as an integral part of the
programming language, just as language-level memory consistency
models enable precise specification of the semantics of memory accesses from concurrent threads. A language-level persistency model
provides a single, ISA-agnostic framework for reasoning about persistency and can enable portability of recoverable software across
language implementations (compiler, runtime, ISA, and hardware).
Furthermore, a language-level model prescribes precise requirements
on the implementation, allowing implementers to reason about the
correctness of compiler and hardware optimizations.
We consider how to specify a persistency model that extends
the data-race-free (DRF) consistency model [1] that is espoused by
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INTRODUCTION
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popular high-level programming languages like C++11 and Java.
The DRF model is appealing for programmers because DRF guarantees a sequentially consistent (SC) execution for data-race-free
programs [7], a guarantee often called “SC for DRF”. At the same
time, the DRF model admits compiler and hardware optimizations
that reorder and optimize memory accesses between (and, in certain
cases, across) synchronization. Such reorderings and optimizations
are invisible to the programmer, because they cannot be observed
without a data race.
One might hope that the simplicity of “SC for DRF” might extend
naturally to memory persistency. Unfortunately, DRF is insufficient
to define semantics for the PM state that recovery code may observe
after a failure. The fundamental problem is that failures, such as
operating system crashes, hardware lockups, or power disruptions,
may occur at any time, and thereby introduce a data race into an
otherwise race-free program: loads performed during recovery inherently race with stores before the failure. A failure may interrupt
the atomicity of a critical section, exposing a partial (and possibly
reordered) set of updates to PM to recovery code.
In this paper, we consider how a language-level persistency model
might be specified to provide semantics for the PM state after a
failure. In Section 3, we explore a taxonomy of guarantees that a
language-level persistency model might provide. Stronger guarantees (e.g., failure-atomicity of critical sections) make writing recoverable software easier but impose substantial requirements on
the implementation, which entail performance penalties. Weaker
guarantees complicate reasoning about recovery, but provide greater
implementation freedom and performance. The weaker guarantees
relax atomicity of critical sections and instead provide only ordering guarantees for individual persists. Ordering individual persists
allows synthesis of higher granularities of atomicity via logging.
Based on our taxonomy, in Section 4, we propose a concrete
model, Acquire-Release Persistency (ARP), to extend the C++11
memory model. We describe how to compile ARP to an existing
ISA-level persistency model [30]. Ideally, the language and ISA persistency models work in concert to enforce only the minimal guarantees required for correct recovery. However, we find that mismatch
between ARP and the ISA-level model lead to extra constraints that
hamper performance. In Section 5, we propose modifications to the
C++11 language, compiler, ISA, and hardware to resolve these mismatches, increasing available persist concurrency and scheduling
flexibility. The greater flexibility allows the PM controller to reduce
page miss rates, improving application performance.
In summary:
• We make a case for language-level rather than ISA-level
persistency models.
• We explore a taxonomy of guarantees that a language-level
persistency model might provide.
• We propose acquire-release persistency as an extension to
the C++11 memory model. We demonstrate that writing
applications to ARP rather than the ISA-level persistency
model improves performance by up to 18.5% (8.9% avg.).
• We show that, with small extensions to C++11 and the
ISA-level persistency model, we can eliminate further unnecessary persist constraints, leading to speedups of up to
33.2% (19.8% avg.).
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BACKGROUND

In this section we briefly cover relevant background.

2.1

Memory persistency models

PM technologies can maintain recoverable data structures in main
memory. However, to ensure correct recovery, programmers need the
ability to control the order in which stores persist. To this end, memory persistency models have been proposed, both in academia [14,
25, 41] and in industry [3, 21]. Persistency models provide ISA-level
primitives that programmers can use to communicate the desired order of persists to the hardware. It is the responsibility of the hardware
to ensure that the specified order of persists is enforced.

2.2

Delegated persist ordering

Delegated persist ordering (DPO) is an implementation strategy for
ISA-level persistency models, like the relaxed consistency buffered
strict persistency (RCBSP) model proposed in [30]. DPO implementations augment the cache hierarchy to record dependencies among
stores to PM and later communicate these stores and the dependencies among them to the PM controller. For relaxed consistency
models, recording dependencies among stores involves recording not
only the stores themselves but also the fences that order the stores.
All recorded stores and fences are orchestrated to drain into the write
queue at the PM controller in an order legal with respect to the persistency model. The responsibility of persisting the stores is left with
the PM controller. The PM controller is the system component most
aware of the device level characteristics of the PM and hence can
make the best scheduling decisions (e.g., scheduling read-to-write
bus turnarounds [59]).
The effect of draining both stores and fences to the memory
controller is that the fences divide the stores in the write queue
into epochs. The PM controller persists stores respecting the epoch
order (i.e., stores within the same epoch may persist concurrently).
When more persists fall into an epoch, the memory controller enjoys
greater flexibility to make better scheduling decisions [4, 27, 28,
32, 59], resulting in better performance. In Section 5, we show how
to leverage the flexibility of the C++11 memory model to increase
persists per epoch at the PM controller.

2.3

Language-level persistency models

All memory persistency models proposed to date [3, 14, 21, 25, 30,
41] have been specified at the ISA level. These models vary in the semantics they provide. To use these models, programmers must reason
about and annotate their programs with assembly instructions to ensure correct persist order. Whereas the challenge of reasoning using
assembly instructions might be mitigated by encapsulating assembly annotations in persistency-model-specific libraries, there is no
easy way for programmers to develop portable recoverable software.
Moreover, without a precise definition of language-level persistency
semantics, otherwise legal compiler optimizations could render data
structures unrecoverable. These challenges are reminiscent of the
motivation for portable language-level memory consistency models [1]. Similarly, we argue for a language-level persistency model,
so that programmers do not have to reason about ISA-specific assembly code while developing recoverable software.

Language-level persistency

2.4

Failure and recovery

A persistency model imposes requirements on the fault-free execution of a program that writes to PM to ensure that, in the event of
a failure, a programmer can rely on some set of guarantees on PM
state. These guarantees then make it possible to develop recovery
software that can repair data structure inconsistencies caused by
interrupted updates. Past work on ISA-level persistency models has
focused primarily on power failures (since PM state survives power
failure). In this work, we consider fail-stop failures more broadly,
e.g., program, run-time and operating system crashes, and hardware
failures in addition to power failures. Notably, the trivial solution
of providing battery backup to drain in-flight persist operations is
not sufficient to tolerate all fail-stop failures. For example, an OS
crash might expose that the compiler has reordered two persists
and may compromise recovery. (We set aside PM media failures, as
orthogonal mechanisms are required to tolerate these, e.g., [16]).
After a failure, we assume the contents of all volatile state (processor registers including program counters, cache contents, volatile
memory) as well as incomplete persists are lost, but the contents of
persistent memory are retained. Recovery software then examines
the persistent data structure, repairing it if necessary, so that normal
operation may resume. In some cases, normal operation may be
able to resume without any recovery. For example, prior work has
demonstrated that wait-free concurrent data structures are inherently
recoverable [24, 38]. We discuss the difficulty of writing recovery
code under various persistency guarantees in Section 3.

2.5

DRF Consistency

Popular high-level programming languages like C++11 and Java
espouse the data-race free (DRF) memory model to enable parallel
programming. One of the key advantages of the DRF memory model
is that, for DRF programs, it allows programmers to reason about
memory access interleaving at the granularity of synchronizationfree regions, rather than individual accesses. The lack of any data
races implies that programmers are assured that the writes in any
synchronization-free region will become visible atomically to other
threads. Compilers exploit this guarantee to perform optimizations
that reorder memory accesses within a region [7], which wouldn’t
be permissible otherwise.
In addition to its sequentially consistent synchronization operations, C++11 also provides low-level atomics, which allow the
programmer to label individual synchronization operations with
specific memory ordering semantics. A program that uses relaxed
atomics has well-defined memory semantics, but loses the “SC for
DRF” guarantee. That is, programs with low-level atomics do not
necessarily exhibit SC execution [7]. We consider how persistency
models might interact with C++11 programs both with and without
low-level atomics.

3

DESIGN EXPLORATION

In this section, we explore possible approaches to design a languagelevel persistency model.

3.1

Atomicity and ordering

A language-level persistency model has to provide programmers
with guarantees on two orthogonal properties: (a) the granularity of
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failure-atomic regions (i.e., persists from one region are committed
to PM atomically) and (b) the ordering of these regions. Programmers need both these guarantees to write correct recoverable software. Figure 1 (a) shows the various options that a language may
choose to provide for each of these guarantees and places existing
academic and industrial proposals for persistent programming within
this taxonomy. The granularity of failure atomicity can vary from an
individual persist (8-byte atomic writes) to a synchronization free
region (code between two synchronization accesses) to an outer critical section (code between the first lock acquired by a thread until the
thread holds no locks). It is important to note that if a programmer
desires a larger granularity of failure atomicity than what is natively
provided by the language, she can achieve it through undo or writeahead logging mechanisms [29]. Furthermore, the language may
guarantee that these atomic units may be ordered sequentially (SC
order) or provide a more relaxed ordering mechanism. For example,
the language may provide sequence points that the programmer can
use to break a thread into epochs. Failure-atomic units within an
epoch are unordered, but epochs are sequentially ordered ([14, 41]).
3.1.1 DRF Persistency?
One might argue that it is natural to extend the SC for DRF consistency guarantee to recovery code that executes after failure. That
is, it would help programmers in writing recovery code to provide a
failure-atomicity guarantee for regions of persists. Such a guarantee
would hide compiler or hardware memory access reordering from
the programmer, and recovery code need only consider memory
states that can arise at synchronization points.
However, arbitrary fail-stop failures make such atomicity challenging to enforce. If writes may persist from a synchronization-free
region incrementally, recovery code may observe intermediate memory state within the region, breaking the atomicity guarantee that
is core to the DRF model: recovery code is not guaranteed to observe sequentially consistent state. Two ways to resolve the conflict
between arbitrary failures and DRF are:
• Enforce atomicity: Programming languages may demand
that the implementation provide a programmer-transparent
mechanism to ensure failure-atomicity (e.g., undo logging
in the hardware or runtime).
• Forego atomicity and provide only ordering: Alternatively, languages may forego guarantees that program regions appear atomic to post-fault recovery code, and instead
guarantee only the relative order of persists, much like ISAlevel persistency models. (Note that, in fault-free execution,
the SC for DRF guarantees still apply).
Since all persists may be externally visible (to recovery code upon
failure), a compiler may not introduce spurious persists or elide existing ones. Effectively, persistent variables must be treated like volatile
variables in C++11. Next, we explore design alternatives and their
implications for the programmer, compiler, and implementation.

3.2

A Taxonomy of Persistency Guarantees

We use a running example to highlight how alternative guarantees
can be used to ensure recovery correctness. Consider a program with
two shared objects, A and B, each with record fields (R) protected
by a lock (Fig. 1 (b)). Suppose the correctness requirement is that
the fields of each object must be updated atomically with respect to
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Figure 1: (a) Design space of persistency guarantees explored along two dimensions, atomicity and ordering. (b) Two objects (A,B),
each with a record (R) and lock assuming the language provides failure-atomicity of outer critical sections. (c) Two objects (A,B),
each with a record (R), a lock, a shadow copy (C), and a pointer to ensure failure-atomicity assuming the language does not provide
failure-atomicity of outer critical sections. (d) Code and failure-atomic region when the language guarantees sequentially consistent
failure-atomic outer critical sections. (e) Code and failure atomic regions when the language guarantees sequentially consistent failureatomic synchronization free regions. (f) Code and orderings when the language guarantees sequentially consistent persists. (g) Code
and orderings when the language guarantees epoch ordered persists.
failures and with respect to other threads. Now, consider code that
acquires the lock for object A, starts modifying it, and then must also
modify B, which it does within a nested critical section (Fig. 1 (d)).
The two locks assure atomicity with respect to concurrent access
from other threads in fault-free execution. The persistency model
must enable the programmer to write code that can recover to a
correct state (i.e., each object to either its initial or final state) in the
event of failure.
For languages that do not guarantee the failure-atomicity of the
entire update of objects A and B, we provide alternative designs
for A and B that rely on shadow logging, shown in Fig. 1 (c). The
update is performed on a shadow copy (C) of the object (rather
than an in-place update in the object itself). Once the shadow copy
has been updated, a pointer is atomically switched to indicate that
the copy is committed. For this approach to be correct with respect
to recovery, the language must guarantee that the pointer switch
persists no earlier than the updates to the shadow copy (assuming
appropriate annotations from the programmer). We next consider
four different sets of guarantees that a language may provide to
enable such recovery. We discuss them in the order of decreasing
constraints on persists.
3.2.1 Seq. consistent, failure-atomic outer critical sections
Description: All the persists from an outer critical section (from
first lock acquire till no locks are held) are guaranteed by the language implementation to be failure atomic. Further, different outer
critical sections must persist in sequentially consistent order.
Example: Fig. 1 (d) shows code which updates both objects in
nested critical sections. As the entire outer critical section (from line
1 to 7) is failure-atomic, the condition for correct recovery (each
element is individually atomically updated) is trivially met.

Programmability: The idea of sequentially consistent failureatomic outer critical sections was first explored by Chakrabarti [8,
10]. The central appeal of this guarantee is that, by ensuring failureatomicity of entire critical sections, the state of persistent memory
post-recovery always reflects a state that would have arisen in faultfree execution and when no thread holds a lock. When no locks are
held, shared data structures are always in a consistent state. So, no
recovery code is needed; the programmer is assured that her data
structures are always in a consistent state post-recovery.
Implementation: Chakrabarti [10] provides a software undologging mechanism to ensure failure-atomicity of critical sections.
Note that the software logging occurs outside of the language’s
memory model and must be implemented by the runtime system
using ISA-level memory persistency.
Compiler optimizations: Since critical sections persist atomically, any compiler optimizations valid within a critical section
under fault-free execution remain valid; optimization is unaffected
by the persistency guarantee.
Challenges: While failure-atomic critical sections provide an
intuitive guarantee, several challenges must be addressed:
(1) Guarantees for programs without critical sections: This approach provides no semantics for programs without critical
sections (e.g., single-threaded programs). It is unclear how
system calls within critical section should be addressed.
(2) Implementation complexity: Overlapping critical sections
introduce considerable complexity to the logging and logpruning mechanisms. They may cause cyclic dependencies,
which must be carefully resolved [10].
(3) Large critical sections: Providing atomicity guarantees over
large regions increases the forward progress loss upon a failure. Large and nested critical sections introduce hardware
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logging challenges similar to those seen with unbounded
transactional memory designs [2].
(4) Alternatives to logging: Many data structures can be made
recoverable without logging (e.g., wait-free data structures [24,
38]). Furthermore, logging can often be optimized for special cases to improve efficiency (e.g., static transactions [29]).
A generic, programmer-transparent logging mechanism will
miss these optimization opportunities.
3.2.2 Seq. consistent, failure-atomic synchronization free regions
Description: All persists from a synchronization free region (SFR)
are guaranteed to be failure-atomic. Regions must persist in a sequentially consistent order. An SFR is defined as code on the same
thread separated by two synchronization accesses, or two system
calls, or a synchronization access and a system call [34, 40, 47]. For
transaction-based code, the outer critical section is from transaction
begin to transaction end. For nested transactions, we assume that
inner transactions are flattened into a single outer transaction.
Example: As the modifications to object A span SFRs (due to
nested locking), we must use shadow logging to achieve failureatomicity (Fig. 1 (c)). Fig. 1 (e) shows the code required to ensure
that the pointer switch does not persist earlier than the shadow copy
update under sequentially consistent failure-atomic SFRs. For object
B, since the shadow copy update and pointer update are in the same
SFR (SFR-2), the update is failure-atomic. For object A, since the
pointer update cannot persist earlier than the partial copy update in
SFR-1 (program order of SFRs) or the partial copy update in SFR-3
(failure-atomicity of an SFR), failure-atomicity is preserved.
Programmability: For transaction-based programs or programs
without overlapping critical sections, SFRs and critical sections are
the same. However, for programs which have overlapping critical
sections (as in Fig. 1 (e)), a critical section may span multiple SFRs.
For such programs, partially completed critical sections may be
visible post-recovery. While developing recovery software, the programmer must be cognizant of this possibility. If failure-atomicity of
outer critical sections is desired, the programmer must add roll-back
mechanisms for partially completed critical sections.
Implementations: Various logging proposals can provide failureatomicity for SFRs. However, most focus only on transaction-based
code [13, 32, 53, 58]. While transactions simplify logging, they are
not general enough to be provided as a language guarantee [8].
Compiler optimizations: Since SFRs persist atomically, optimizations within an SFR remain valid.
Challenges: Several challenges remain under this model:
(1) Large SFRs: Large SFRs pose the same challenges as large
outer critical sections, as discussed above.
(2) Alternatives to logging: As with failure-atomic critical sections, the implementation must provide a generic logging
mechanism that will miss data-structure-specific optimization opportunities.
3.2.3 Seq. consistent persists (SCP)
Description: Individual stores persist atomically. All stores persist
in sequentially consistent order.
Example: Fig. 1 (f) shows the code required to ensure that the
pointer switch does not persist earlier than the shadow copy update
under SCP. Since the shadow copy update precedes the pointer
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switch in program order (lines 4-5 and 7-8 in Fig. 1 (f)), failureatomicity of the object is preserved.
Programmability: Since only the atomicity of individual persists
is guaranteed, the programmer must implement failure-atomicity
mechanisms if larger granularities are required. The programmer
can rely on the sequentially consistent order of persists while implementing the logging mechanisms.
Implementation: Under SCP, the implementation is no longer
required to provide a logging mechanism; it is expected that the programmer will implement mechanisms needed for failure-atomicity
in software. Persists drain incrementally to PM, but, the compiler
and hardware must ensure that they drain in program order. Under
some ISA-level persistency models, stores may need to be flushed
individually with explicit instructions [3, 21] or by inserting fence instructions after each store [14, 30]. Hardware can also guarantee SCP
via hardware logging [25] or via transparent checkpointing [45].
Compiler optimizations: A consequence of the sequential consistency requirement on stores is that compiler or hardware optimizations that reorder persistent writes are no longer allowed. An
implementation may provide atomicity over some regions to allow
intra-region reordering, as in speculative consistency implementations [6, 9].
Challenges: While SCP does not require any annotations to ensure persist order, it entails the following challenges:
(1) In-program logging: The programmer must implement
failure-atomicity mechanisms. However, she is also free
to leverage data-structure specific recovery optimizations.
Notably, some (e.g., wait-free) data structures require no
logging at all [24, 38].
(2) ISA-level persistency mismatch: The ISA-level persistency
models proposed to date require persistent stores to be
flushed individually and fence/barrier instructions to enforce order. For such ISAs, the compiler must insert copious
(and performance-sapping) annotations.
(3) Lost compiler optimizations: Straight-forward implementation of SCP precludes all compiler and hardware optimizations that reorder writes.
(4) Performance: Prior works [14, 41] observe that preserving program order is expensive (due to high PM access
latencies) and often unnecessary. Instead they argue for an
epoch-based ordering of persists, where programmers use
special barrier instructions to indicate required ordering.
3.2.4 Epoch ordered persists (EOP)
Description: This guarantee is derived from ISA-level epoch persistency models [14, 25, 41] proposed in prior research. Special
sequence point (SP) annotations may be used by a programmer to
break a thread into epochs; persists across epochs are ordered, but
may be reordered within epochs. Persists on different threads are
still governed by synchronization order.
Example: Since the shadow copy update is ordered before the
pointer switch via an intermediate SP (lines 5 and 9 in Fig. 1 (g)),
the failure-atomicity of each object is ensured.
Programmability: Similar to programming under SCP, programmers may have to implement failure-atomicity mechanisms in software. However, the programmer may no longer rely on program
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order, but instead must issue explicit sequence points when ordering guarantees are required, complicating the implementation of
recoverable data structures.
Compiler optimizations: The compiler (and hardware) may reorder persists within epochs (e.g., between two sequence points), but
may not allow persists to reorder across epochs.
Implementation: Many approaches to implement epoch-persistency
models in hardware have been proposed [14, 25, 30]. Any of these
satisfy the requirements of EOP.
Challenges: While EOP alleviates many challenges that arise
under SCP, some challenges remain:
(1) In-program logging: The programmer must use explicit
sequence points to ensure recovery correctness rather than
simply relying on program order.
(2) Compiler optimizations: The compiler may not reorder
persists across sequence points.

3.3

Discussion

Each of the four sets of guarantees analyzed in the previous section
have their own advantages and disadvantages. Ignoring performance
concerns, programmers would clearly want to choose sequentially
consistent failure-atomic outer critical sections as the guarantee that
languages should provide, as it requires no logging from the programmer. Instead the compiler, runtime or hardware are responsible for
providing failure-atomicity of critical sections. However, indications
from hardware vendors (e.g., Intel [21], ARM [3]) are that future
processors are only going to guarantee the atomicity of individual
persists. Because compiler or runtime logging mechanisms [10] required to ensure failure-atomicity must be general, they cannot take
advantage of data-structure-specific optimizations (e.g., wait-free
recoverable data structures [24], static transactions [29]).
Given that all the other sets of guarantees would require programmers to implement some in-program logging, we argue that the
language should provide the most fundamental atomicity guarantee (individual persists); software solutions (e.g., in expert-crafted
libraries) for larger atomic regions can be layered on top to reduce
programmer burden. In the rest of this paper, we focus on analyzing,
designing, and evaluating implementations of SCP and EOP.

4

We use the following notation for ordering dependencies between
memory events:
po

• Mxi −→ Myi : Mxi is program ordered before Myi
sw

Definition

We formally define ARP as an ordering relation over memory events—
loads and stores on data variables, acquire and release operations on
atomic variables—and sequence points. By “thread”, we refer to execution contexts—cores or hardware threads. We use the following
notation:
•
•
•
•

Aix : An acquire operation from thread i on atomic variable x
Rix : A release operation from thread i on atomic variable x
SPi : A sequence point from thread i
Mxi : A data load/data store/acquire/release/sequence point
by thread i (on variable x)

j

• Rix −→ Ax : A release operation on atomic variable x in
thread i “synchronizes with” [7] an acquire operation on
atomic variable x in thread j.
We reason about an ordering relation over all memory events,
persist memory order (PMO), denoted as ≤ p . An ordering relation
between stores in PMO implies the corresponding persist actions are
ordered; that is,
A ≤ p B → B may not persist before A.
Memory events can be ordered in PMO using a combination of
intra-thread and inter-thread ordering relations. Programmers can
use the following guarantees to ensure a desired event order in PMO.
Ensuring intra-thread ordering: Based on the ordering guarantees
provided by the language (via sequence points 3.2.4) intra-thread
ordering can be achieved as follows:
Sequence point guarantee: If two memory events on the same
thread are separated by a sequence point in program order, then they
are ordered in PMO. Formally:
po

po

Mxi −→ SPi −→ Myi → Mxi ≤ p Myi

(1)

Note that we use the existing std::atomic_thread_fence instruction in C++11 as our sequence points.
Ensuring inter-thread ordering: Inter-thread ordering is achieved
using the “synchronizes with” [7] relationship between a release and
a subsequent acquire operation.
Synchronization guarantee: If two memory events are ordered via
synchronization accesses, then they are ordered in PMO. Formally:
po

sw

j po

j

j

Mxi −→ Ris −→ As −→ My → Mxi ≤ p My

(2)

Furthermore, PMO is a transitive (and irreflexive) ordering relationship, that is:
Transitivity guarantee: If A is ordered before B in PMO and B
is ordered before C in PMO, then A is ordered before C in PMO.
Formally:
j

j

Mxi ≤ p My ∧ My ≤ p Mzk → Mxi ≤ p Mzk

ACQUIRE-RELEASE PERSISTENCY

We next propose acquire-release persistency (ARP), a persistency
model for C++11 based on the EOP approach.

4.1
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(3)

A programmer can use the above three guarantees to express
the desired order of persists. It is the responsibility of the compiler
to translate these constraints to machine code using the ISA-level
persistency model, and it is the responsibility of the hardware to
enforce these constraints. Enforcing constraints on persists is expensive (due to the high access latencies of PMs), so, it is important to
co-design language-level persistency models, ISA-level persistency
models, and hardware implementations such that only the necessary
constraints are enforced.

4.2

Mapping to ISA-level persistency

While ARP can be translated to any epoch-based ISA-level persistency model [14, 21, 25, 30, 41], in this paper, we provide mappings
to the state-of-the-art RCBSP model [30]. One of the advantages of
RCBSP is that it is a strict persistency model; that is, if the compiler

Language-level persistency
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ARP memory events

RCBSP mapping

Ideal mapping

Benchmark

Fence directionality

Volatile annotations

Data load/store on addr a
Seq. Pt. (SP)
Store Release on addr a
Load Acquire on addr a

ldr/str a;
dmb ish;
dmb ish; str a;
ldr a; dmb ish;

ld/st a;
full;
rel a;
acq a;

cq
pc
sps
TATP
TPCC
YCSB_A

1.4×
1.9×
1.7×
2.7×
1.6×
1.8×

2.1×
5.7×
2.9×
3.6×
13.1×
5.9×

Table 1: Mapping from ARP memory events to RCBSP [30],
which is based on ARMv7a. Ideal mappings from ARP are for
an ISA that supports release consistency.

p_thread
St p_A
Acq

Ideal constraints
A

B

p_thread v_thread

Ideal constraints

St p_A

C

A

B

St v_X
Acq

RCBSP constraints
St p_B

A

Rel

St p_B
B

A
St v_Y
B

C

St p_C
(a)

RCBSP constraints

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Unnecessary constraints enforced due to hardware being oblivious to fence directions. (b) Unnecessary constraints enforced due to lack of language-level semantics to express volatile fences.

Table 2: Increase in persists per epoch when the memory controller is aware of fence directionality and volatile fences.

C. The stores to A and B are separated by an acq, while stores to
B and C are separated by a rel. As per the semantics of ARP, all
three of A, B and C are considered concurrent and may execute
and persist in any order. However, replacing the acq and rel with
a full fence requires that persists to A, B, and C are serialized.
So, persist order is overconstrained by RCBSP. Table 2 shows the
increase in persists per epoch possible by distinguishing the required
directionality of a fence. Such over-constraints on persist order are
not specific to RCBSP, but arise whenever the ISA-level persistency
model is stricter than the language-level persistency model.
Table 1 also shows the mapping of the four C++11 memory events
to an ISA that provides uni-directional acquire and release operations
(e.g., ARMv8). A store release is translated to a corresponding
release instruction and a load acquire to an acquire instruction.

4.4
ensures that two stores are ordered by the ISA-level consistency
model, then the corresponding persists are ordered as well.
Table 1 lists four important kinds of memory events in ARP and
how they map to the machine ISA under RCBSP. Non-synchronization
data accesses translate to regular loads and stores. A sequence point
is translated to a full fence instruction (DMB ISH in ARM). A store
release operation is translated to a full fence followed by a regular
store instruction. A load acquire operation is translated to a regular
load followed by a full fence instruction.

4.3

Fence directionality

We next discuss two sources of unnecessary persist constraints that
arise when mapping ARP to RCBSP. The first arises because of the
differences between the underlying consistency models of ARP and
RCBSP. While ARP (and the C++11 memory model) is based on
release consistency [19], RCBSP is based on the more conservative
ARMv7 consistency model. Hence, RCBSP is oblivious to unidirectional acquire and release operations that are available in C++11
and ISAs based on release consistency (e.g., ARMv8).
ARP allows programmers to use uni-directional synchronization
operations (acq and rel) to order memory accesses. Both acq and
rel operations are usually used to ensure memory accesses within
a critical section do not “leak out”, however, they allow memory
accesses from outside the critical section to “leak into” the critical
section. However, as ARMv7 does not distinguish between an acq
and a rel, compilers are forced to use a full fence (DMB ISH [48],
which precludes memory access reordering in both directions) for
both of them. Figure 2 (a) shows the unnecessary ordering constraints
caused by using a full fence instead of uni-directional acq or rel.
A thread performs stores to three persistent addresses, A, B, and

Conflating sync. with recoverability

The second set of unnecessary constraints are caused by the lack of
mechanisms to allow programmers to annotate constraints that are
required for concurrency control, but not for recoverability. Consider
the case in Figure 2 (b), where two unrelated threads (p_thread
and v_thread) issue memory accesses. RCBSP serializes persists
and fences from all cores into the write queue at the PM controller.
So, if the acq from v_thread happens to arrive at the PM controller
between the two persists requests from p_thread, then the PM controller will place them in different epochs, introducing an unnecessary constraint.
Ideally, we would like the hardware to enforce only constraints
required for recovery, however, accurately tracking these persist
constraints over multiple cores is challenging. Instead, we observe
that programmers can identify acq and rel memory operations that
have no persist semantics (i.e., they are required for concurrency
control but were never meant to order persists). For example, some
threads may never issue any persist operations and communicate
only among themselves [59]. With minor extensions to the C++11
memory model, programmers can annotate acq and rel that do not
have persist semantics as non-persistent or “volatile”. And, with
appropriate extensions to the machine ISA, this information can
be passed to hardware, avoiding unneeded persist constraints to
improve performance. Table 2 shows the increase in persists per
epoch possible by making sure that volatile acq and rel are not sent
to the PM controller.
Discussion: Mitigating the two sources of unnecessary persist
constraints allows more persists to join each epoch. Larger epochs
in turn provide the PM controller greater flexibility to schedule and
batch persist operations, improving persist concurrency, leading to
substantial performance gains since PM write latencies are so high.
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Algorithm 1 Epoch allocation in PM controller
Input: type of barrier barrierType, persists S, wait for acquire flag waitForAcq
1: if waitForAcq && barrierType == p_acq then
2:
epoch = epoch + 1
3:
waitForAcq.reset()
4: else if barrierType == p_rel then
5:
waitForAcq.set()
6: else if barrierType == p_full then
7:
epoch = epoch + 1
8: else
9:
S.epoch = epoch
10: end if

5

EXTENDING RCBSP FOR ARP

We extend RCBSP [30] to support ARP with unidirectional and
volatile fences. The key change to the RCBSP hardware is to allow
a single persist buffer entry to represent both a persist and a fence
for store-release and store-fence operations. However, the PM controller’s epoch-based scheduling mechanism must be redesigned to
account for the fence-directionality that ARP provides.

5.1

Enforcing unidirectional fences

In RCBSP, the PM controller tracks persists in epochs and maintains a current epoch number, to which newly arriving persists are
assigned. The PM controller drains persists in epoch order. Since
RCBSP only supported full fences, the PM controller increments
the current epoch number upon each fence. We extend RCBSP to
support ARP’s unidirectional fences by changing the algorithm for
incrementing the current epoch number. The current epoch number
is incremented only: (1) upon receiving a full fence, or (2) upon
receiving the first acq after a rel. A full fence always creates a new
epoch, since it orders all persists that precede/follow it. However, the
respective directionalities of an acq and a rel mean that only a (rel +
acq) combination disallows persists prior to the rel from reordering
with persists after the acq. Successive acqs and rels do not impact
the current epoch number. Algorithm 1 provides pseudo-code for the
epoch management algorithm, which uses the waitForAcq flag to
indicate whether the next acquire operation should open a new epoch.
We illustrate the assignment of epochs for the following scenarios:
Conflicting acquire-release blocks: Figure 3 (a) illustrates two
threads updating a conflicting address P_X in persistent memory.
Core-0 acquires a lock that resides in volatile memory V _A0 (LA0 ),
sets the persistent location P_X (SX0 ), and then releases the lock (SA0 ).
It then sets a persistent location P_Y (SY0 ) after releasing the lock.
Core 1 then proceeds to acquire lock V _A0 (LA1 ) and updates location
P_X (SX1 ). It then releases the lock and sets persistent location P_Z
(SZ1 ). Assume that the current epoch number is 0 at the start of this
code sequence and is incremented to 1 upon the first acq.
The dependency tracking mechanism at the persist buffers preserves the happens-before ordering between the release of lock SA0
by core-0 and acquire of lock LA1 by core-1, and drains the stores
to the PM controller in the order shown in Figure 3 (a). At the PM
controller, upon receiving the lock release by core-0 rel SA0 , the PM
sets waitForAcq, indicating that the next acquire must initiate a new
epoch. The next persist, SY0 , is still assigned to ongoing epoch 1.
Upon receiving p_acq LA1 by core-1, because waitForAcq is set, the
current epoch is incremented to 2. Subsequent persists SX1 and SZ1
arrive and are assigned to epoch 2. Note that persists lying between a
release and subsequent acquire may join either epoch. To minimize
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re-ordering complexity, we assign these persists to the prior epoch.
The persists in epoch 2, SX1 and SZ1 , cannot be re-ordered with the
persists in epoch 1, SX0 and SY0 . As a result, the shared address X
is updated in the persistent memory in the order the stores were
executed.
Interleaved acquire-release blocks: The example in Figure 3
(b) depicts two threads accessing separate regions of persistent memory by acquiring distinct locks. As in the previous example, the
PM controller increments the epoch number to 1 upon receiving
0 and resets the waitForAcq flag. As core 1 then acquires a
acq LA0
1 has no dependency in the persist buffer and
different lock, acq LA1
drains immediately to the PM controller. Since there has been no
1 does not
release since the last acquire (waitForAcq is clear), acq LA1
1
increment the epoch number. Upon receiving rel SA1 from core 1,
0
the waitForAcq flag is set. The subsequent release operation rel SA0
0
has no effect; the arriving persist SY is assigned to epoch 1. Note
that the persists within both critical sections are concurrent and join
the same epoch.

5.2

Extensions for volatile annotations

To allow programmers to annotate acq and rel as being “volatileonly”, we propose to add an argument to C++11 sync (std::atomic)
variable accesses. In addition to the memory order argument for
atomic accesses (std::memory_order), we introduce a new argument that identifies if the memory access has persistent semantics
(bool is_persistent). By default, sync accesses are labeled as
persistent (is_persistent = true). For instance, the new definition of a load on an atomic variable (x), is then:
x.load(std::memory_order,
bool is_persistent = true);
This new load operation is synchronized with other variables in
the program as per the specific memory order, however, the newly
introduced is_persistent flag is used to inform the hardware
whether the load operation is intended to have any impact on the
order of persists. Similarly, in the machine ISA, we add “volatile”
(non-persistent) versions of acq, rel, and fence instructions, allowing
the compiler to map persistent/volatile sync accesses to the ISA.
The persistent and volatile variants of acq, rel, and fence have the
same behavior, except that the volatile versions are not sent to persist
buffers and have no effect on subsequent persists.

6

EVALUATION

We study the relative performance of five different persistency models: (a) SCP (from section 3.2.3), (b) ISA-level RCBSP, (c) our
hardware design for ARP, (d) our hardware design for ARP with
volatile annotations (ARP+VA), and (e) an idealized performance
limit model (Ideal). Under the ideal case, we artificially maintain a
constant 64 (size of write queue) persists per epoch to estimate an
upper bound on performance. Note that, under Ideal, data structures
are not recoverable in the event of failure; we include it only as a
limit study.
Configuration: We model persistent memory using the timing
model from Xu et al. [56] to represent phase-change memory operating at 533MHz with a 1KB row buffer. We model a persistent
memory controller with a 64-entry write queue and schedule persists

Language-level persistency
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Epoch 1

Ordering at PM
controller
L0A: p_acq

Core 0
L 0A :

S 0X:
0

S A:
0

S Y:

V_A0.ld(mem_order_acq)

St P_X = x

S 0X

V_A0.st(1,mem_order_rel)
St P_Y = y

S 1X :

V_A0.ld(mem_order_acq)

V_A0.st(1,mem_order_rel)

S 1Z:

St P_Z = z

L0A0:
S

0

X1:

V_A0.ld(mem_order_acq)
St P_X1 = x1

L0A0: p_acq
S0X1

Core 1
L1A1:

A1.ld(mem_order_acq)

S 0Y

S 1Z :

St Z = z

S1A1:

A1.st(1,mem_order_rel)

L1A: p_acq

S 1X

St P_X = x

S 1A:

Ordering at PM
controller

Core 0

S0A: p_rel

Core 1
L 1 A:

Epoch 2

S1A: p_rel
S 1Z

a) Back-to-back acquire-release blocks

S

0

Xn:

St P_Xn = xn

S

0

A0:

V_A0.st(1,mem_order_rel)

S 0 Y:

L1A1: p_acq
S0Xk,S1Z
S1A1: p_rel
S0Xn
S0A0: p_rel
S 0Y

St P_Y = y

b) Interleaved acquire-release blocks

Figure 3: Allocation of epochs for unidirectional fences in the PM controller.

Core

I-Cache
D-Cache
L2-Cache
Memory controller
(DRAM, PM)
DRAM
PCM

8-cores, 2GHz OoO
6-wide Dispatch, 8-wide Commit
40-entry ROB
16/16-entry Load/Store Queue
32kB, 4-way, 64B
1ns cycle hit latency, 2 MSHRs
64kB, 8-way, 64B
2ns hit latency, 6 MSHRs
8MB, 16-way, 64B
16ns hit latency, 16 MSHRs
64/32-entry write/read queue,
1kB row buffer
DDR3, 800MHz
533MhZ, timing from [56]

Benchmark

Description

PKC

Conc. queue
Persistent Cache
Array Swaps
TATP
TPCC
YCSB_A

Insert/Delete entries in a queue
Persistent hash table
Random swaps of array elements
Update location trans. in TATP [39]
New Order trans. in TPCC [49]
YCSB Workload A [15]

17.4
22.7
41.8
30.8
11.7
17.4

Table 4: Benchmarks. PKC = persists per 1000 cycles

Table 3: Simulator Specifications.

using an FR-FCFS policy [46], subject to persist ordering constraints.
We extend our compiler’s std::atomic implementation to support
our C++11 extensions with volatile annotations in the ARP+VA
model. Table 3 provides a summary of our system configuration.
Benchmarks: We study a suite of three PM-centric multithreaded
micro-benchmarks, described in Table 4. Our Concurrent Queue
(cq) is similar to that of Pelley [41], Array Swap (sps) is similar
to that in NV-Heaps [13], and Persistent Cache (pc) is a persistent
hash table similar to [25]. In addition, we also consider three writeintensive benchmarks. TATP [39] and TPCC [39] execute “update
location” and “new order” transactions, respectively, on top of a
transactional storage manger designed for persistent memory, similar
to [29]. YCSB A [15] (YCSB_A) is a write intensive key-value store
workload with 50% reads and 50% updates. It runs on a custom
key-value store that has been designed to support all five of our
persistency models.
We select these benchmarks specifically because of their PM
write-intensiveness. As a measure of “write-intensive”-ness, we report the number of persists issued per 1000 cycles (PKC) in Table 4.

Array swap is our most write-intensive micro-benchmark while concurrent queue is the least, so we expect them to show the most and
least sensitivity to different persistency models. Similarly, TATP
and TPCC are respectively the most and least write-intensive benchmarks.
All workloads run with eight worker threads that update the underlying persistent data-structure. In all the benchmarks, we run an
additional work allocator thread [50] and two volatile antagonist
threads to evaluate the proposed volatile annotations. Each worker
thread has a 64-entry work queue that resides in the volatile memory.
The work allocator thread distributes tasks from a shared work queue
to the eight worker threads. Since the work queue resides in volatile
memory, the acquire and release fences required to order work queue
accesses are volatile fences. This work queue structure represents
the request dispatch of a typical network application and illustrates
how threads that issue no accesses to persistent memory can nevertheless impact persist performance indirectly due to synchronization
operations. Each workload also includes two antagonist threads to
simulate the traffic of background threads polling for events. The
two threads contend on a lock to a shared counter in volatile memory, increment it, and release the lock. These antagonists represent
synchronization activity by unrelated application threads and do not
interact directly with the eight worker threads.
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RCBSP
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ARP+VA
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1.2

1

1
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0.6
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0.4

0.4

0.2
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0

RCBSP

ARP

ARP+VA

Ideal

0

cq
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TATP

TPCC
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Micro-benchmarks

Figure 4: Execution time normalized to SCP: The graph compares execution time of ARP and ARP+VA with SCP and
RCBSP for micro-benchmarks and benchmarks.
Benchmark

SCP

RCBSP

ARP

ARP+VA

cq
pc
sps
TATP
TPCC
YCSB_A

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.7
2.2
4.6
1.7
1.7
2.1

2.3
3.9
8.1
4.5
2.7
3.8

3.5
12.3
13.2
6.0
22.1
12.5

Table 5: Persists per epoch

6.1

SCP

Performance comparison

We first present the opportunities ARP and ARP+VA have to improve
performance and then show the realized gains.
Persists per epoch: Table 5 shows the persists per epoch under each persistency model. More persists per epoch allow greater
reordering opportunity and better persist scheduling at the PM controller. ARP exploits unidirectional acquire and release operations
to reduce the number of epochs at the PM controller and increase
persists per epoch. ARP provides a 3.9× and 1.8× increase in persists
per epoch relative to SCP (which by definition places each persist
in its own epoch) and RCBSP, respectively. Further, ARP+VA distinguishes volatile and persistent fences using programmer inserted
volatile annotations and achieves a 9.9× and 4.6× increase in persists
per epoch relative to SCP and RCBSP.
Micro-benchmarks: The left set of bars in Figure 4 contrast the
execution time for micro-benchmarks under RCBSP, ARP, ARP+VA,
and Ideal ordering models normalized to SCP. Array swap (sps) gains
the most from ARP+VA with 51.7% performance improvement over
SCP and 33.2% over RCBSP. As evident from the ideal result, array swap is sensitive to the increase in persists per epoch. Concurrent queue (cq) gains the least. In this microbenchmark, entries are
pushed or popped from the queue serially by the worker threads;
there is limited thread concurrency. As a result, it is not sensitive
to the number of persists per epoch and gains little performance
even under the ideal case. In fact, due to inopportune read-write bus
turnarounds, performance with ARP+VA slightly degrades relative
to RCBSP. Overall, ARP+VA improves micro-benchmark execution time by 32.4% as compared to SCP and 21.2% as compared to
RCBSP.

pc

sps

geomean

Micro-benchmarks

TATP

TPCC

YCSB_A geomean

Benchmarks

Figure 5: Page miss rate normalized to SCP: Lower page miss
rate in the PM controller implies better persist scheduling.
Benchmarks: Figure 4 also contrasts the execution time of the
TATP, TPCC, and YCSB_A benchmarks under each persistency
model. YCSB_A is the most sensitive, gaining 17.8% and 29.2% performance, respectively, under ARP and ARP+VA. Further, ARP+VA
improves execution time of TATP by 25.5%, and TPCC by 23% as
compared to SCP. It is interesting to note that unidirectional fences
in ARP do not provide substantial performance gain over RCBSP in
TATP even though the ideal case outperforms SCP by 70.2%. TATP
includes numerous small critical sections containing full fences to
log values before updating the persistent database, limiting potential
performance gains. The majority of the gain for TATP is achieved
by annotating volatile fences explicitly. Overall, ARP+VA improves
execution time of the three benchmarks by 24.3% and 15.5% over
SCP and RCBSP respectively.

6.2

Persist scheduling

Finally, we report the impact of PM scheduling policies on the page
miss rate of the PM controller in Figure 5. The PM controller’s
FR-FCFS policy seeks to maximize page hits within each persistent
memory bank. As described earlier, increasing the number of persists per epoch improves the scheduling flexibility available to the
controller. Owing to the unidirectional fences in ARP, the page miss
rate drops on average by 17.9% relative to SCP and 8.2% relative
to RCBSP. This improvement is the result of the increase in the
number of persists that can be scheduled to write to different PM
banks concurrently. ARP+VA further relaxes persist ordering constraints by distinguishing volatile and persistent fences, achieving a
further 13.0% improvement in page miss rate relative to ARP. The
ideal model lowers page miss rate by 76.3% over SCP, indicating
the upper bound on PM bank-level parallelism available in these
workloads. However, it should be noted that this model does not
maintain ordering between the persists and data structures are not
recoverable in the event of failure.

7

RELATED WORK

We discuss related work on future system support for PM.
Software-based persistency solutions: A variety of works offer
interfaces for programming persistent data structures. NV-Heaps [13]
and Mnemosyne [53] offer abstractions for building persistent objects using a set of primitives like memory allocation and atomic

Language-level persistency
sections. REWIND [11] proposes a user-mode library that can directly perform transactional updates to underlying persistent data
structures. SCMFS [55] and Aerie [52] propose file systems for
storage-class memory. Atlas [10] provides durability semantics for
lock-based code. It employs undo-logging to provide atomicity of
updates in FASE, the failure atomic critical sections. Our work adds
persist semantics to the language memory model and facilitates
portability of these software proposals.
Hardware-based persistency solutions: Several works extend
ISAs with epoch-based abstractions and epoch barriers to order persists. Pelley et al. [41] proposes memory persistency models closely
associated with hardware consistency models that allow programmers to describe persist order constraints. BPFS [14] uses epoch barriers to divide program execution into different epochs; stores within
an epoch are concurrent while those in different epochs persist in order. Joshi et al. [25] proposes efficient persist barriers that minimize
the number of cache line write-backs on the critical path. HOPS [36],
like DPO [30], extends the cache hierarchy to separately enforce the
ordering constraints between persists from their respective durability
constraints. Izraelevitz et al. [24] provides an automatic transformation technique for non-blocking data structures to convert them to
recoverable data structures under various persistency models. Our
work is instead focused on exploring the design space for persistent
memory programming primitives at the language level and designing
hardware to implement these primitives. Bhandari et al. [5] show that
write-through caching sometimes provides better performance than
write-back caching. Kiln [58], LOC [33], and ATOM [26] provide a
storage transaction interface (providing atomicity, consistency and
durability) to PM, wherein the programmer must ensure isolation.
Our work builds on delegated ordering [30], which seeks to increase
overlap between program execution and persist operations.
Ordering at the PM controller: Doshi et al. [17] propose a
non-intrusive PM controller that provides atomicity of persistent
memory transactions. It builds a victim cache to hold the evictions
from caches and a redo-logging mechanism to provide atomicity.
FIRM [59] proposes persist-aware memory scheduling to improve
bank-level parallelism for persistent updates. Other works, such
as [32, 44, 60], optimize resource allocation at PM controller for
application fairness while maintaining persist order guarantees. Our
work may compose with their proposals, exposing greater scheduling
freedom from the language memory model to the memory controller.
Periodic checkpoint-based solutions: ThyNVM [45] proposes
a checkpointing mechanism to provide crash consistency support.
ThyNVM uses dynamically adaptable checkpoint granularity and
pipelining to improve checkpointing efficiency. Survive [35] is a
novel DRAM architecture for efficient checkpointing in systems
with PM.
PM write endurance and latency: Other works focus on other
aspects of PM devices, such as scalability or energy savings. Some
works [31, 61] seek to replace DRAMs with PCM-based memories
to improve capacity scalability while addressing challenges like write
endurance and longer write latency. Other works, such as [42, 43], address write endurance challenges through wear-leveling techniques,
while [12, 20, 56, 57] accelerate writes to the PM. These important
concerns are orthogonal to our focus.
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Other: A group of studies considers persistent memory in the
context of systems with persistent caches, i.e., stores become durable
as soon as they execute. Cache persistence can be achieved using
non-volatile devices [54, 58], by ensuring that a battery backup is
available to flush the contents of caches to PM upon power failure [37, 38], or by not caching PM accesses [54]. Integrating nonvolatile devices and high-perfor-mance logic poses manufacturability
challenges. It is unclear if mechanisms that flush the cache upon
power failure are viable for systems with large caches. Our work
assumes volatile cache hierarchies.

8

CONCLUSION

Past work requires programmers to reason about ISA-level persistency models to develop recoverable software for persistent memory systems, hurting software portability. We examined extending
the language-level memory model to provide ordering guarantees
on persists. We presented a taxonomy of differing guarantees that
a language-level persistency model might provide and proposed
acquire-release persistency, a language level persistency model for
C++11. We then co-optimized ARP with an underlying ISA-level
persistency model, RCBSP, to minimize the number of persist constraints the PM controller must enforce, substantially increasing PM
bank-level parallelism and performance.
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